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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel single-phase
buck–boost noninverting variable-frequency ac–ac con-
verter that offers higher efficiency compared to the com-
petitors. This converter utilizes a lower number of semicon-
ductors. A simple and flexible switching strategy is also
proposed, which generates the desired output waveform
avoiding unnecessary high-frequency switching operation
of semiconductor devices. A high reliable operation due to
the elimination of the input source shoot-through risk, an
inherent commutation capability that mitigates the voltage
spikes across the semiconductors, a lower semiconductors
rating requirement, an improved input current waveform
quality, and a smaller required input filter inductor are the
main advantages of the proposed converter. Thus, the pro-
posed converter can be successfully applied to many indus-
trial applications such as medium-frequency transformer
isolation for traction and wind turbine converters, ac–dc
high-voltage conversion based on Cockcroft–Walton circuit
and induction heating systems. The theoretical achieve-
ments and claims are all confirmed through extensive ex-
perimental tests on a 200-W laboratory setup.

Index Terms—Buck–boost, high efficiency, inherent
commutation, variable-frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY industrial applications such as the adjustable speed
drives require ac–ac power conversion systems offering

flexible output ac voltage properties. The most recently pro-
posed direct ac–ac converters in [1]–[6], successfully provide a
wide range gain buck–boost operation for simultaneous increase
or decrease of the output voltage amplitude. These converters
offer many advantages including snubber-less operation, inher-
ent commutation, high-quality input current and output voltage
waveforms, and reliable and efficient operation. However, they
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do not have the ability to change the frequency of the output
voltage waveform, which is already necessary for many indus-
trial applications. On the other hand, the ac–dc–ac converters
can generate any arbitrary waveform at the output through sev-
eral power stages [7]–[10]. In addition, they need large dc-link
capacitors and filter inductors, which increase their implemen-
tation cost, size, and power loss. The other ac–ac converters
with the ability to change the frequency are the matrix convert-
ers (MCs) that directly connect the input source to the output
without needing large dc-link capacitors [11]–[14]. It is worth
noting that the single-phase MCs, in contrary with the ac–dc–
ac competitors, cannot generate pure sinusoidal output voltage
waveforms, though they have recently found wide applications
such as adjustable speed drives, aircraft power supplies, and in-
duction heating systems [15]–[17]. The first single-phase MC,
proposed by Zuckerberger et al. in [18], can only decrease the
voltage magnitude and increase its frequency with low power
quality and harsh voltage spikes. In [19] and [20], a safe commu-
tation strategy is proposed for the converter of [18]. However, the
quality of waveforms is not yet acceptable. Some other single-
phase MCs are presented in [15] and [20], which are not suitable
for the applications requiring both step-up and step-down op-
eration due to their limited gain range. In order to provide a
wide gain range, the Z-source-based MC is proposed in [21],
as shown in Fig. 1(a), which offers the capability of simulta-
neous buck and boost operation. However, it requires a high
number of energy storage components and ten semiconductors
leading to low efficiency and high size and cost. Moreover, it
suffers from a severe commutation problem leading to large
voltage spikes.

In [22], a successful single-phase buck–boost MC that is
shown in Fig. 1(b) is proposed, which avoids the shoot-through
of the input voltage source even when all switches are turned
ON. This MC can effectively operate in both inverting and non-
inverting and both buck and boost modes with respect to the
input voltage. It employs a lower number of semiconductors yet
produces a discontinuous input current, which necessitates em-
ploying the input side filters. The complexity of the switching
strategy, the need for a turn-OFF delay for safe commutation of
the inductor current, and the high number of conducting semi-
conductors at the same time that decreases the efficiency are
some of the main drawbacks of the MC shown in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 1. Single-phase MCs with (a) the Z-source network of [21], and (b) six switch of [22].

To overcome the limitations and problems of the previous
MCs, this paper proposes a novel single-phase variable-
frequency ac–ac converter with remarkable features, especially
compared to the successful MC of Fig. 1(b), listed as follows.

1) The proposed converter can operate in both buck and
boost modes and also inverting and noninverting modes
with respect to the input voltage waveform.

2) The total number of the semiconductors are lower, which
lowers the cost of implementation and increases its power
density.

3) The number of semiconductors that simultaneously con-
duct in each mode of operation is decreased, also just
one high-frequency semiconductor conducts during each
mode, thus, the losses are decreased.

4) A very simple and flexible switching strategy is proposed
that reduces the complexity of its realization for obtaining
various output frequencies.

5) It offers inherent safe commutation capability, which
immunes it from high-voltage spikes across the semi-
conductors without the need for a commutation strategy,
dead-times, and snubber circuits. Also, it avoids the
shoot-through of the input voltage source the same as
the MC of Fig. 1(b).

6) A quasi-continuous input current for the proposed con-
verter, unlike the discontinuous waveform of the circuit
of Fig. 1(b), improves the quality of the converter wave-
forms and also reduces the input filtering requirements.

7) The proposed converter can be employed in a wide range
of variable-frequency applications, especially those re-
quiring a high-quality input current and mainly not sen-
sitive to output waveforms quality, including the radio
frequency induction heating, similar to [16] and [23], the
Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier ac–dc conversion,
similar to [24] and [20], the medium-frequency trans-
former (MFT) isolation for traction or wind turbine con-
verters, similar to [25] and [26], the dynamic voltage
restoring, similar to [27] and [28], etc.

The experiments on a 200-W laboratory prototype, followed
by a comprehensive analysis confirming the superior perfor-
mance of the proposed converter and the claimed features
above.

Fig. 2. Proposed single-phase buck–boost variable-frequency ac–ac
converter.

II. PROPOSED CONVERTER

The circuit diagram of the proposed buck–boost converter
is shown in Fig. 2, which includes six switches S1–S6 and four
diodes D1–D4 . It also employs two bypass capacitors C1 and C2
and two inductors L1 and L2 . The bypass capacitors provide a
safe commutation path for the inductors currents and at the same
time improve the input current continuity and also contribute to
the load current, which eliminates the need for an output filter
capacitor. In addition, the current loop constructed from the
capacitors C1 and C2 and the input voltage supply is always
electrically connected. Thus, these capacitors can effectively
play the role of the input filter capacitor. Indeed, the capacitors
Cin and Co , shown in Fig. 2, are not necessary for the proper
operation of the proposed converter and are only added as extra
practical measures to effectively snub the transients, which may
rarely occur in experiments and if they are removed, the quality
of waveforms will not be affected. Besides, the inductors L1
and L2 share a common magnetic core, which lets considerably
reduce the size of the required magnetic element. The switch S1 ,
the diodes D2 and D3, and the inductor L1 construct the positive
switching-cell, highlighted in red. Also, the switch S2 , the diodes
D1 and D4 , and the inductor L2 create the negative switching-
cell, highlighted in blue in Fig. 2. The positive and negative
switching-cells are only active during the positive and negative
half cycles of the input voltage, respectively. In addition, the
part of the circuit already shadowed in gray is a low-frequency
unfolding switching-cell including the switches S3–S6 .
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Fig. 3. Proposed simple switching strategy.

The detailed operation principles and the switching strategy
of the proposed converter are presented in the following.

A. Switching Strategy

Based on the desired output frequency, the switching strategy
of the proposed converter is shown in Fig. 3. Three different
frequencies including 30, 60, and 120 Hz for the output voltage
waveform is depicted in Fig. 3 with assuming the input voltage
frequency fin = 60 Hz. It is worth noting that the output
waveform frequency can be arbitrary chosen regardless of the
source frequency. Although with the output frequencies being
integer multiples or integer fractions of the input frequency, the
output voltage waveform would be symmetric and thus have a
higher quality. As seen in Fig. 3, the two switches S1 and S2 are
pulsewidth modulation (PWM) controlled through the compar-
ison of a reference signal (Ref.) and a high-frequency triangular
carrier waveform. The PWM stands for the pulsewidth modu-
lation. The two switches S3 and S6 are switched ON and OFF as
the complementary of the other two switches S4 and S5. These
low-frequency switches employ gating signals with the desired
output frequency for folding the input voltage waveform. The
generated output waveform by using this simple switching
strategy is acceptable for those applications that are not
sensitive to the waveforms quality while the input waveform
quality is a major concern such as those mentioned at the end
of Section I. Despite, due to employing two sub-circuits, being
the positive (negative) switching-cell and the low-frequency
switching-cell, the proposed converter has the potential to
operate by more advanced switching strategies to generate
high-quality output waveforms required by for example an
induction motor drive system.

The switching strategy of Fig. 3 can be clarified during each
cycle of the output voltage waveform with the desired output
frequency in two modes of operation. The operation of the pro-
posed converter for the output frequency of 60 Hz is presented

in the following from which the other frequencies operation can
be derived as well.

1) Positive Half Cycle of 60-Hz Output Voltage: As shown
in Fig. 3, the low-frequency switches S3 and S6 are ON during
the positive half cycle of the 60-Hz output voltage waveform.
As another solution, if the switches S4 and S5 turn-ON instead
of the switches S3 and S6 , the output voltage waveform is out of
phase with the input voltage leading to the inverting operation
of the proposed converter.

a) Mode I: (DTs): As seen from Fig. 3, both switches
S1 and S2 are fed from the same PWM gate signal with DTs
dwell time. Assuming that the input voltage is in its positive
half cycle (Vin > 0), the switch S1 conducts during this mode.
The inductor L1 charges from the source through S1 and D2 , as
shown in Fig. 4(a).

The switches S3 and S6 are both turned ON and conduct the
load current provided by the bypass capacitors C1 and C2 . In
other words, the bypass capacitors discharge their stored energy
into the load from the current path created by the switches S1 ,
S3, and S6 and the inductor L1 . Therefore, the required output
filter capacitor is significantly reduced.

According to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4(a), the
voltage equations of this time interval can be written as

VL1 = Vin (1)

VC 1 = Vin + Vout (2)

VC 2 = Vout . (3)

b) Mode II: (1 − D)Ts : The switch S1 turns OFF after
DTs and thus the inductor L1 current flows through the forward
biased diode D3 and the switches S3 and S6 , which are still
maintained ON. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the capacitor C2 charges
from the inductor L1 through D2 and D3 while the capacitor
C1 regains its energy from the source through the same current
path as that for the capacitor C2 . Considering the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 4(b), the voltage equations of this time interval
with (1 − D)Ts dwell time are obtained as

VL1 = Vout (4)

VC 1 = Vin + Vout (5)

VC 2 = Vout . (6)

As obviously shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), the diode D2 con-
ducts in both modes of operation. Thus, this diode is always
forward biased and conducts during the whole input voltage
positive half cycle.

2) Negative Half Cycle of 60-Hz Output Voltage: The low
frequency switches S3 and S6 turn-OFF at the zero crossing
of the output voltage waveform while the switches S4 and S5
receive the gate signal and consequently start conducting at this
moment for whole the negative half cycle. Again, the buck–boost
operation of the proposed converter can be described during two
distinct modes of the negative half cycle.

a) Mode I: (DTs): According to Fig. 4(c), the inductor
L2 charges from the source through S2 and D1 . Both bypass
capacitors also provide the load current through S4 and S5 . The
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Fig. 4. Equivalent circuits of the proposed converter during input voltage positive half cycle in modes (a) I, and (b) II, and its negative half cycle in
modes (c) I, and (d) II to generate 60-Hz output voltage waveform.

voltage equations are the same as that for the mode I where the
inductor L1 charges during the input voltage positive half cycle.

b) Mode II: (1-D)Ts : The inductor L2 discharges its
stored energy into the load during this mode through the current
path created by D4 , S4, and S5 , as depicted in Fig. 4(d). Also,
the diode D1 maintains forward biased and thus conducts the
charging current of the bypass capacitors. The voltage equations
are the same as that for the mode II for discharging of L1 into
the load.

It should be noted that D1 and D2 always conduct during the
whole negative and the positive half cycle of the input voltage,
respectively. This means that these diodes begin blocking just at
the zero crossing of their currents, which significantly reduces
the reverse recovery problem.

Finally, with applying the volt–second balance to the voltage
across each inductor, the voltage gain equation of the proposed
converter can be derived as (7), which is exactly the same as the
gain equation of a conventional buck–boost converter

Vout =
D

1 − D
Vin . (7)

Other output frequencies can be simply obtained by changing
the switching frequency of the low-frequency switching-cell
while the operation of the high-frequency switching-cells re-
mains unchanged. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, for 120-Hz
output frequency, the switches S3– S6 operate at 120 Hz. Thus,
one can evidently conclude that the magnitude and frequency
of the output voltage can be simultaneously and independently
adjusted by the high- and low-frequency switching-cells,
respectively.

B. Inherent Commutation Capability

Most ac–ac converters suffer from harsh voltage spikes across
their semiconductors due to the abruption of inductors cur-
rents. This problem is somehow dealt with by introducing an

overlap period for the commutating switches or employing
some more complicated safe commutation strategies or even
additional snubber circuits to avoid any interruption in induc-
tors currents. All these lead to a complex circuit topology and/or
control technique and increase the cost and total losses. The pro-
posed converter effectively takes benefits from the bypass paral-
lel capacitors C1 and C2 as built-in clamping elements to provide
an alternate path for the inductors currents once their corre-
sponding switches are turned OFF. To more clarify the situation,
assume that the switch S1 turns OFF and mode II begins, as shown
in Fig. 4(b). If the switches S3 and S6 maintain OFF even after
receiving the turn-ON command (which is due to their turn-ON

delay), the inductor L1 current can still flow through the capaci-
tor C1 and diodes D2 and D3 . So, no inductor current interruption
occurs. However, if the capacitor C1 was not in the circuit, then
the inductor L1 current would have been forced to zero suddenly,
which would have led to a significant voltage spike across the
switch S1 . Thus, with the proposed circuit configuration, the op-
eration of the switches can be simple and safe without the need
for the overlap time of the switching signals and any commu-
tation strategy or snubber circuits. This feature of the proposed
converter is called the inherent commutation capability.

C. Component Design

1) Passive Components: The values of the inductors L1
and L2 are designed considering their maximum allowable cur-
rent ripples (ΔIL1,2) from (8), where Ts is the switching period
and ΔIL1,2 can be considered as γ% of the peak inductors
currents, as given in (9)

L1,2 =

(√
2 Vin−(rms)

ΔIL1,2

)
DTs (8)

ΔIL1,2 = γ%(IL1,2) = γ%
√

2
Iout−(rms)

1 − D
. (9)
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TABLE I
COMPARISON AMONG VARIOUS AC–AC CONVERTERS

Also, for the capacitors C1 and C2 , one can calculate

IC 1 = IC 2 =

√
2 Iout−(rms)

2
=

√
2 Iin−(rms)

(
1 − D

2D

)
.

(10)

Then, assuming the same tolerable voltage ripple for both
capacitors as α% of the peak voltages across them, the values
of the capacitors can be obtained as

C1 = C2 =
(1 − D)DTs

2α%Vout−(rms)
Iin−(rms) . (11)

2) Active Components: The peak voltages across the semi-
conductors, which determine their blocking rating, can be
derived as

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

V 1 , S 2−( p e a k )
D 3 , D 4−( p e a k )

=
√

2Vo u t−( rm s )

D

VS3∼S6−(peak) =
√

2 Vout−(rms)

VD1,D2−(peak) =
√

2 (1−D )
D Vout−(rms)

. (12)

The currents through the semiconductors are also required
for device selection. Readily, one can calculate

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

I 1 , S 2−( p e a k )
D 3 , D 4−( p e a k )

=
√

2 Io u t−( rm s )

1 − D

IS3∼S6−(peak) =
√

2 Iout−(rms)

ID1,D2−(peak) =
√

2 D
1 − D Iout−(rms)

. (13)

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In the following sections, a comprehensive comparison
among the proposed converter, the MC competitors of [19]–
[22], and ac regulators of [29] and [30] is performed, whose
results are summarized in Table I.

A. Semiconductors

According to Table I, the total number of semiconductors
of the proposed converter is lower than the successful recently
proposed MC in [22]. In addition, the total number of semicon-
ductors conducting the current in each mode and also the number
of high-frequency semiconductors in each switching cycle are
minimum compared to the others. Therefore, it can be predicted
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Fig. 5. Normalized total peak and average SDP comparison.

that the semiconductors losses of the proposed converter are the
lowest.

The total semiconductors current stresses are also reported,
from which one can calculate the overall peak current stress of
the proposed converter, which is considerably lower than that
of the other competitors allowing the semiconductors with less
current ratings for the proposed converter.

B. Total Switching Device Power Comparison

In order to quantify the voltage and current rating require-
ments of the semiconductors, the total peak and average switch-
ing device powers (SDPpk and SDPavg ) already introduced in
[31] are calculated for the proposed converter, as reported in
(14). According to [31], the SDPpk is considered as a cost indi-
cator of the converters while the SDPavg is used for evaluation
of the thermal requirement of the semiconductors and the con-
version efficiency{

SDPpk =
∑N

n=1 VpeakIpeak = 8+12D−12D 2

D (1−D ) Pout

SDPavg =
∑N

n=1 VpeakIavg = 4+12D−12D 2

πD (1−D ) Pout
. (14)

In (14), N is the number of semiconductors and Vpeak
and Ipeak are their peak voltage and current stresses,
respectively.

Both SDPpk and SDPavg are also calculated for the MCs
of [22] and [21]. Then, with assuming the same output power,
all SDPs are plotted along with that of the proposed converter
in Fig. 5 versus the duty cycle. As seen from this figure, the
SDPpk of the proposed converter is considerably lower than
that of others for 0.2 < D < 0.6. Thus, the proposed converter
requires the semiconductors with lower peak voltage and current
ratings. Also, the SDPavg calculated for the proposed converter
is lower than that of others in a wide range of duty cycles. Hence,
one can conclude that the proposed converter lets inexpensive
semiconductors utilization and also offers lower semiconductor
losses, which simultaneously leads to a higher power density
and thus a smaller converter size.

C. Reactive Elements

The number of inductors of the proposed converter is also
lower compared to the MC of [21]. In addition, two induc-
tors employed in the proposed converter can be wound on a

Fig. 6. Prototype of 200-W laboratory test rig.

common core that reduces the magnetic element size and its
power loss. Also, unlike the MC of [22], the input current wave-
form of the proposed converter is quasi-continuous, which lets
a smaller input filter inductor. Similar to the MC of [21], the
proposed converter employs two capacitors, which provide a
safe commutation inductors currents path and improve the input
current quality and feed the output load to reduce the required
output filter capacitor. These are all achieved without the need
for a high capacitance value while the MC of [21] inevitably
requires large capacitors to smooth its voltage profile and to
improve its waveforms quality.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To confirm the analytical results and verify the performance
of the proposed converter, a 200-W test rig is implemented in
the laboratory, shown in Fig. 6. As already mentioned in pre-
vious sections, both inductors L1 and L2 share an EE ferrite
core. The inductors are wound on the gapped side-limbs and the
middle-limb is ungapped. The converter parameters are L1 = L2
= 450 μH, Cin = Co = 1μF, and C1 = C2 = 2.2 μF; and the
switching frequency is 30 kHz. Also, the switches S1–S6 and
the diodes D1–D4 are IXGH40N60C2/D1 and STTH60L06C,
respectively. The experimental tests are performed in both buck
and boost modes with the input voltages of 95 Vrms and 45 Vrms
( fin = 60 Hz), respectively. The output voltage of 70 Vrms is
desired for both modes of operation with the output load as
RL = 24Ω. Both buck and boost operations are evaluated for
three different output frequencies, such as 30 Hz (step-down
frequency), 60 Hz (same frequency), and 120 Hz (step-up fre-
quency). Buck and boost waveforms are presented in Figs. 7
and 8, respectively. The excellent steady-state performance with
highly sinusoidal input current and fully symmetrical output
voltage waveforms are obvious. As an important evaluation,
the quality of the input current waveforms is measured with the
power factor (PF) and the total harmonic distortion (THD) using
the FLUKE-435 power analyzer. The quality factors are summa-
rized in Table II for different output frequencies and operation
modes. According to this table, the PF of the input current is
close to one for all operating conditions. Also, its THDs are sig-
nificantly lower than the standard limit of 5%. The harmonics
content of the input current is also presented in Table III, which is
far below the standard limits, e.g., the grid requirements by IEEE
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Fig. 7. Buck operation mode waveforms: input and output waveforms, blocked voltages by S1 and S2 , inductors currents, voltages across
capacitors, and inversed voltages across diodes D1 and D2 with an output frequency of (a) 30, (b) 60, and (c) 120 Hz.

Fig. 8. Boost operation mode waveforms: input and output waveforms, blocked voltages by S1 and S2 , inductors currents, voltages across
capacitors, and inversed voltages across diodes D1 and D2 with an output frequency of (a) 30, (b) 60, and (c) 120 Hz.
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TABLE II
INPUT CURRENT QUALITY FACTORS COMPARISON AMONG VARIOUS OUTPUT FREQUENCIES

TABLE III
THDS AND LOW-ORDER HARMONICS CONTENT OF INPUT CURRENT AND OUTPUT VOLTAGE

standard (Std) 519 [32]. In addition, the output voltage harmon-
ics in Table III are found to be similar to that of the MC of [22].

With the proposed converter operating in the buck mode,
the input voltage of 95 Vrms is decreased to 70 Vrms at the
output side with D = 0.43, already calculated from (7). The
input voltage (Vin ), the output voltage (Vout), the input cur-
rent (Iin ), the output current (Iout), the voltage stresses across
the semiconductors and the capacitors, and the inductors cur-
rents during buck operation mode with the output frequen-
cies of 30, 60, and 120 Hz are depicted in Fig. 7(a)–(c),
respectively.

In addition, the input voltage 45 Vrms is properly increased to
70 Vrms at the output side when the proposed converter operates
in the boost mode. This is achieved by setting D = 0.61, which is
already calculated from (7). The waveforms for the boost mode
are presented when the output frequency is 30, 60, and 120 Hz
in Fig. 8(a)–(c), respectively.

Clearly, for both modes of operation, the proposed converter
can maintain its superior performance at different output
frequencies. As already expected, the aforementioned results
evidently approve the theoretically developed operation
principles of the switching devices. Obviously, the operation
of the high-frequency switching-cells with respect to the input
voltage half cycle is also confirmed. In addition, as seen from
the zoomed view of the voltage stress waveforms in Figs. 7 and
8, the semiconductors turn-ON and OFF without any noticeable
voltage spikes, which was already expected. All experimental
voltages and currents values are in good agreement with the
calculated values from (8)–(15).

It should be noted that the quality of the output wave-
forms might not be adequate for those applications requiring

high-quality sinusoids, such as driving an induction motor.
However, very high-quality output waveforms can be easily
achieved by modifying the switching strategy of Fig. 3. For
instance, by using a simple sinusoidal PWM for the H-bridge
circuit of the proposed converter (refer to Fig. 2), the generated
output current can be a highly sinusoidal waveform at the price
of added complexity and switching losses.

The efficiency of the proposed converter is shown in Fig. 9(a)
along with that of the MC of [22], for different input volt-
ages ranging from 45 to 95 Vrms. Also, the efficiency com-
parison at different output powers is plotted in Fig. 9(b). It
should be noted that the successful MC of [22] is chosen for
the efficiency comparison due to its highest efficient opera-
tion compared to other former MCs. Both the efficiency curves
of Fig. 9(a) are plotted for the same output power of 200 W
while it varies from 75 to 250 W for the efficiency cures of
Fig. 9(b) when the proposed converter operates under both buck
and boost modes (45 and 95 Vrms input voltage supply, re-
spectively). The output voltage of 70 Vrms is kept constant
for all efficiency curves of Fig. 9(a) and (b). It is seen that
the efficiency of the proposed converter is considerably higher
than that of the MC of [22] for a wide range of input volt-
age and output power. The lower number of conducting semi-
conductors at any time, the lower number of high-frequency
switches, eliminating voltage spikes across the switches, in-
herent commutation capability without any dead/overlap time
for switchings are the main reasons of lower power loss of
the proposed converter. It should be noted that the peak effi-
ciency of the proposed converter is 92.8% when Vin = 95 Vrms,
where it operates in the buck mode. The efficiency comparison
results were already expected from the comparative analysis
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Fig. 9. Efficiency comparison of the proposed converter (a) for various input voltage, (b) for various output power, and (c) power loss distribution
among components.

presented in Section III based on peak and average switching
device power (SDP) comparison of Fig. 5.

The distribution of power loss in operation modes of buck and
boost is calculated for the proposed converter using the same
procedure as [33]–[35] and the results are plotted in Fig. 9(c).
The total power losses are almost 15.5 and 30.7 W for the buck
and the boost modes, respectively. In the buck mode, the highest
power loss is the losses in the low-frequency switches S3 to S6
(4.73 W). In the boost mode, the highest power loss occurs in the
low-frequency diodes D1 and D2 . Each of these diodes carries
one-half cycle of the input current. As obvious from Fig. 9(c),
the total power losses of the low frequency switches S3–S6 in
both buck and boost modes are the same. Assuming the same
output voltage and power, the load currents of the proposed
converter are the same in both buck and boost modes. Thus, a
same current flows through the low frequency switches S3–S6 in
both these modes and then a same total power loss is expected
for the low frequency switches S3–S6 in both buck and boost
modes. This is confirmed through the results of Fig. 9(c).

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel single-phase buck–boost
variable-frequency ac–ac converter offering a higher efficiency
compared to its competitors. Also, this converter employed a
lower number of diodes and high-frequency switches in addi-
tion to lower total ratings for all semiconductors defined by the
known parameter of SDP. Moreover, effective employment of
two parallel capacitors allowed a smooth and quasi-continuous
input current waveform that eliminated the need for a bulky input
filter inductor. Also, these capacitors provided a safe commu-
tation path for the inductors currents, which removed the need
for turn-OFF delay for the switches or any soft commutation
strategy. The theoretical achievements were confirmed through
extensive tests on a 200-W converter and for three different
output frequencies including 30, 60, and 120 Hz.
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